Other accomplishments:

2017 FEATURE ACCOMPLISHMENT
SECURING NATURAL RESOURCES THROUGH FIRE RECOVERY

Resource challenge
In August 2016 two fires, the Palouse Falls Fire and Kahlotus Fire, ripped through the coulees and rangeland in northeastern Franklin County burning over 26,000 acres. The fires destroyed more than native vegetation, they also laid waste to the fences, watering facilities and farm infrastructure needed to support historic cattle grazing operations in the area. Loss of infrastructure also left vital natural resources at risk to wind and water erosion.

Project summary and results
Once affected areas and infrastructure were assessed the Franklin Conservation District applied for financial assistance to the Washington State Conservation Commission’s Fire Recovery and non-shellfish funding sources to re-build fences that were destroyed. The district assisted landowners with the cultural resource review process and provided oversight during construction. This project allowed the district to assist three landowners with the installation of almost 24 miles of fencing. The fences will prevent livestock from accessing surface water as well as promote rotational grazing.

Key partners: Harder Farms; James D. Moore Farms; Dick and Melette Moore; Pearson Farm and Fence; USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service; Cascadia Conservation District.

MORE WORK TO DO

▶ Begin implementation of Franklin County Voluntary Stewardship Plan.
▶ Conduct final evaluation of Deep Furrow Conservation Drill prototypes.
▶ Oversee the implementation of 20 irrigation water management contracts in partnership with the USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service.